Sarezzo (Brescia), Monday 13 July 2020

Open letter to all Competitors of the 13th edition of the Franciacorta Historic

Dear Competitors,
the COVID-19 emergency has changed the way we live and face sports.
With great sacrifice, we haven’t canceled the 2020 edition and managed to set up the 13th edition by the
end of August.
What was for everyone - including us - normal behavior, such as finding yourself in good company without
worries of close personal closeness, now will no longer be possible: stop being close to the queue at the
checks, stop slowing down for missing data or documents during administrative checks, no more cars
parked randomly, no more lunches and buffets, etc. etc.
There is a need for the collaboration of all besides these small sacrifices:
a)
b)
c)
d)

administrative checks (crews accreditation) no longer in random order but with pre-established
times linked to the race number, as is the case for the withdrawal of the road book;
submit ACI Sport's "Self-declaration for COVID-19 risk" filled in, crossed out and signed both by
driver and co-driver;
submit ACI Sport's "Self-declaration on possession of driving licence" filled in, crossed out and
signed both by driver and co-driver;
car parking in the starting area in the space reserved for the respective race number (you will
find suitable numbered cones already prepared); marshals will go to the cars and not vice versa.

If we all comply with these indications, sports activities will be able to restart regularly: if we do not adapt,
we run the risk that without respecting these minimum safety indications, ACI Sport will be forced to review
the resumption of activity.
Thanks and see you on Saturday 29 August.
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